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$150$ [1852]. 3 [1862]. $N$ [24]. $O_2$ [226]. $p \times 64$ [164].

- Fold [24].


3.0 [1650]. 3D [1689, 331, 458].

4 [439]. 400 [918]. 47s [1833].

5 [582]. 50th [980].

'89 [26].

'90s [1203]. '92 [39]. '95 [779]. '96 [965].

9X [398, 399, 397].

[1396, 186].


Academic [646, 262, 1459, 1846, 1549, 60].


Access
Evolutionary [1915, 636]. Evolvable [1777, 1775, 1774]. evolved [1780].
Evolving [1908, 1330, 1779, 1712, 462, 1543].
exact [357]. Examining [195, 1479].
example [735]. Examples [1027]. exceed [1827]. Exception [278]. Exclusion [138].
Executive [1294, 1366, 770, 444].
executives [1907]. Expectations [720].
Expecting [181]. Experience [394, 684, 1186, 1280, 332, 1142, 573, 1794].
Experiences [133, 917, 502, 712, 127, 1404].
Experiment [645, 441, 818, 178].
exploitation [860]. Exploiting [305, 1875].
Extended [539]. extendible [646].
Extending [374]. extension [1536].
Extensions [230, 700]. extra [1410].
Extracting [1153, 119]. Extraction [975].
Eye [1109]. eyes [618].
FAA [1943]. Fab [1260]. Faces [1243].
faceted [1688, 180]. facilitate [1104].
facilitation [503]. Facilities [1247, 1459].
Factor [645, 836, 1565]. Factors [649].
Factoring [356, 242]. Factors [1685].
Faculty [1011, 1459]. fail [734, 220].
Failure [845, 1909, 723]. failures [737]. Fair [553, 600, 694]. family [669]. famine [75].
Feasible [443]. Feature [167, 996].
Feature-Based [996]. features [1650].
Federal [1133, 1601]. FedEx [998].
FedStats [1514]. Feel [44, 455, 360]. fellows [1489]. Fellowship [761]. Fernando [221].
few [1117, 100]. Fewer [1244]. FidoNet [542]. Field [1810, 441, 1170, 1776, 478].
Field-programmable [1776]. fields [255].
Filling [1272]. Filtering [413, 1259, 1262, 412, 408, 414, 407, 1925, 416].
filters [411, 410]. Final [448]. Finals [981].
Financial [1051, 375]. Finding [728].
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Five-Year [916]. Flame [598]. flexibility [839]. Flexible [287, 1033, 1801]. Flogging [1535].
Fortran [355, 354, 519]. Fortress [37].
Forums [1431, 803]. forward [1435].
Fostering [1283]. foundation [465, 175, 256]. Foundations [1162].
founding [55]. Four [645, 358].
Four-Factor [645]. Fourth [909, 725, 982].
Framework [960, 367, 1051, 1899, 378, 1401, 1404, 1753, 1856, 1670, 1397, 1645, 1398, 1528].
Frameworks [1491, 1396, 1400, 1405, 1395, 1737].
Framwork [1399].


Reviewing [963]. Revised [1175, 1826].
revision [1871]. Revisited [1491, 201].
Revisiting [1313, 198]. Revolution
[1236, 1226]. rhinos [1315]. Rhythms [903].
Rich [808, 1743]. Richard [1851]. riddle
[1488]. Right [1229]. Righteous [1764].
Rights [1326, 968, 150, 1683, 183, 445]. Rim
[190, 1944, 1575]. RISKS [299, 872, 190,
845, 1015, 1265, 793, 598, 832, 1621, 610, 622,
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[828]. ROM [816, 1089]. Romania [208].
room [1264]. Rosenberg [819]. rot [1756].
Rough [756, 942, 1674, 1916], roulette
[1756], routing [1720, 1782, 700]. Rubble
[208]. Rule [1831, 269, 938]. rule-based
[269]. rules [230]. runaway [1647, 1578].
s [1309, 164, 1422]. Sac [1001]. sacred
[1790]. Safe [792, 12]. Safety
[622, 947, 143, 59, 643, 1348]. safety-critical
[59]. Sahara [951]. Saharan [432]. Salaries
[1387, 1673]. same [408]. Sampling [1857].
Samuel [122]. Sandbox [1458]. Save [1042].
Saving [846, 1790, 847]. Say [950].
Scaffolded [1027]. Scalability [154, 1652].
Scalable [704, 582, 521]. Scale [933]. Scales
[1111]. Scaling [27]. Scenario [985, 1019].
Scenarios [1703]. scene [1832]. Scheduler
[130]. Scheduling [356, 105]. Schemas
[910]. Scheme [326]. Schemes [787, 1758].
Scholarly [1525]. Scholars [1431, 803].
School
[274, 490, 475, 849, 1019, 339, 52, 906].
schooling [470]. Schools
[846, 483, 482, 459, 847, 474]. Science
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Transion [999, 1216]. Translation
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UMLoquent [1896]. Unbounded [1179].
Uncertainties [1166]. Uncertainty
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Undergraduate [394, 1054]. Underlying
[829]. underpinnings [547].

Understanding [145, 1794, 91, 376, 655,
1409, 383, 653, 416, 79]. Unexpected [181].
unified [877, 1655]. Unifying [91, 1539].
Union [568]. Unique [1810]. Unit [436].
unite [182, 1562]. United [150]. Units
[1269]. Universal [1255, 1459]. universally
[1082]. Universe [1427]. Universität
[1948]. Universities [533]. University
[1380, 1928, 1120, 1277, 721, 1043, 825, 1948,
1458, 816, 1823]. UNIX [126, 1771].
unknown [1731]. Unraveling [910].
unwanted [1502]. Update [1089, 256, 1641].
Updating [360]. Upgrade [1309]. upon
[1377]. Ups [1267, 455]. URL [1273].

Usability
[1733, 1803, 1797, 1801, 1796, 1802, 644].
usable [135]. USACM [1414]. Usage
[970, 52, 274]. Use
[1360, 953, 1004, 1168, 868, 284, 1084, 1233,
553, 600, 694, 977, 747, 607, 1392, 1798, 1824].
used [1147, 1422]. Useful [1153, 135].

Usenet [1262]. User
[840, 864, 506, 817, 1330, 456, 865, 110, 1706,
1072, 955, 1223, 1797, 1611, 869, 1800, 1634,
1618, 595, 1683, 460, 318, 1528, 411, 1527].
User-Centered
[817, 1330, 1618].
user-interface
[1528]. user-tailored [318].
Users [1935, 1636, 604, 1551, 1377, 514].
Uses [162, 1866]. ushers [980]. Using
[442, 1822, 453, 840, 1570, 1362, 414, 1592,
654, 1087, 464, 1448, 458, 919, 1102, 1337,
1104, 317, 522, 1322, 1862, 698, 178, 1894,
1901, 657, 502, 1913, 504, 549, 1895, 1743,
1605, 1566, 1463]. utilities [126].

Vadis [1775]. Validation [586]. Value
[1418, 1697, 848, 1587, 1206, 830].
Value-added [1697]. Values [50, 959, 197].
Vanderbilt [1113]. Variable
[244, 246, 247, 245, 63]. variable-length
[63]. variance [204]. variety [1082]. VAX
[435]. VDM [178]. vector [583]. vehicles
[202]. vendor [308]. Verdict [729].
Verification [1186]. verify [1837]. Versus
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